
From: Steven Tong Steven.Tong@mh.org.au 
Date: Wednesday, 5 May 2021 at 1:23 pm 
To: Geoffrey Coombs <geoff@asainc.net.au>Cc: Joshua Davis 
<Joshua.Davis@menzies.edu.au>, Jocelyn Mora <jocelyn.mora@unimelb.edu.au>, 
OwenRobinson Owen.Robinson@health.wa.gov.au 
 
Subject: AGAR and SNAP 
 
Hi Geoff, 
 
We’re starting to discuss with the University of Melbourne forming a contract for AGAR and 
SNAP. Might be worthwhile us having a brief chat again to verbally confirm what we have in 
mind prior to the lawyers putting this into legal language.  
 
The things to confirm would be:  
 
1. Agreements for sending a sub of isolates for patients enrolled in SNAP from AGAR to 
UOM. We would provide a list of SNAP enrolled patients – we’ll need to make sure we 
collect the lab ID in our database so it can be matched with yours. We had discussed a 
payment of $10 per isolate.  
2. Agreements for two-way sharing of sequencing data. UOM is planning to sequence all the 
MSSA, and AGAR already sequences the MRSA.  
3. Agreements on scientific outputs and appropriate acknowledgement / involvement. Is 
there also a template / SOP that AGAR provides to laboratories for subbing and sending of 
isolates? We were hoping to use something like that for sites that are not part of AGAR but 
that will be part of SNAP – so that how they send isolates to us can be harmonised with 
AGAR methods. Our legal team also wants some documentation of how AGAR supports 
laboratories in the process. 
 
We’d also be keen to see if you have capacity to join the SNAP Microbiology Working Group 
(TOR attached). Owen is already part of this. Sebastian van Hal chairs the group. The 
Microbiology WG oversees documents for laboratory processes in SNAP, and will be driving 
the microbiology sub-studies that arise. 
 
So in brief:  
1. Can you provide some times in the next fortnight or so that we could talk via Zoom  
2. Would you be able to share the AGAR SOP / template for sites re sending of isolates?  
3. Let us know if you are able to join the SNAP Microbiology WG? 
 
Thanks, 
 
Steve 
Associate Professor Steven Tong 
Infectious Diseases Physician | Victorian Infectious Diseases Service | Royal Melbourne 
Hospital Co-Head Translational and Clinical Research | Co-Head Indigenous Health Doherty 
Institute for Infection and Immunity | University of Melbourne Principal Research Fellow | 
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